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The first textbook to present a comprehensive and
detailed economic analysis of electricity markets,
analyzing the tensions between microeconomics and
political economy. The power industry is essential in our
fight against climate change. This book is the first to
examine in detail the microeconomics underlying power
markets, stemming from peak-load pricing, by which
prices are low when the installed generation capacity
exceeds demand but can rise a hundred times higher
when demand is equal to installed capacity. The
outcome of peak-load pricing is often difficult to accept
politically, and the book explores the tensions between
microeconomics and political economy. Understanding
peak-load pricing and its implications is essential for
designing robust policies and making sound investment
decisions. Thomas-Olivier Léautier presents the model in
its simplest form, and introduces additional features as
different issues are presented. The book covers all
segments of electricity markets: electricity generation,
under perfect and imperfect competition; retail
competition and demand response; transmission pricing,
transmission congestion management, and transmission
constraints; and the current policy issues arising from the
entry of renewables into the market and capacity
mechanisms. Combining anecdotes and analysis of real
situations with rigorous analytical modeling, each chapter
analyzes one specific issue, first presenting findings in
nontechnical terms accessible to policy practitioners and
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graduate students in management or public policy and
then presenting a more mathematical analytical
exposition for students and researchers specializing in
the economics of electricity markets and for those who
want to understand and apply the underlying models.
Principles of Economics covers the scope and sequence
for a two-semester principles of economics course. The
text has been developed to meet the scope and
sequence of most introductory courses.
This second edition continues to present all the standard
topics in microeconomics, with calculus, concisely,
clearly and with a sense of humor.
Annual Editions is a series of over 65 volumes, each
designed to provide convenient, inexpensive access to a
wide range of current articles from some of the most
respected magazines, newspapers, and journals
published today. Annual Editions are updated on a
regular basis through a continuous monitoring of over
300 periodical sources. The articles selected are
authored by prominent scholars, researchers, and
commentators writing for a general audience. The
Annual Editions volumes have a number of common
organizational features designed to make them
particularly useful in the classroom: a general
introduction; an annotated table of contents; a topic
guide; an annotated listing of selected World Wide Web
sites; and a brief overview for each section. Each volume
also offers an online Instructor's Resource Guide with
testing materials. Using Annual Editions in the
Classroom is the general instructor's guide for our
popular Annual Editions series and is available in print
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(0073301906) or online. Visit www.mhcls.com for more
details.
The winners of the Nobel Prize in Economics upend the
most common assumptions about how economics works
in this gripping and disruptive portrait of how poor people
actually live. Why do the poor borrow to save? Why do
they miss out on free life-saving immunizations, but pay
for unnecessary drugs? In Poor Economics, Abhijit V.
Banerjee and Esther Duflo, two award-winning MIT
professors, answer these questions based on years of
field research from around the world. Called "marvelous,
rewarding" by the Wall Street Journal, the book offers a
radical rethinking of the economics of poverty and an
intimate view of life on 99 cents a day. Poor Economics
shows that creating a world without poverty begins with
understanding the daily decisions facing the poor.
Today's economy may be tough, but economics doesn't
have to be. Let Roger Arnold's MICROECONOMICS,
12E open up the world of economic analysis. With more
detailed coverage of the financial and economic crisis
than any other principles text on the market, this inviting
book offers innovative and engaging learning features
and easy customization. The author weaves memorable
examples from pop culture throughout this edition and
bolsters reader interest by illustrating the unexpected
places microeconomics occur. Readers see how
economic forces link to every day events and form an
important part of life 24/7. Coverage of the latest
microeconomic developments and new content reflect
today's changing economy and equip readers with a
thorough understanding of contemporary
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microeconomics. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product
text may not be available in the ebook version.
Study of the Social Security debate arguing that Social
Security needs reform and offering a blueprint for
implementing them to meet today's and tomorrow's
needs.
Principles of Microeconomics for AP(R) Courses covers
scope and sequence requirements for an Advanced
Placement(R) microeconomics course and is listed on
the College Board's AP(R) example textbook list. The
text includes many current examples, which are
presented in a politically equitable way. The outcome is a
balanced approach to the theory and application of
economics concepts.The images in this textbook are
grayscale. Advanced Placement(R) and AP(R) are
trademarks registered and/or owned by the College
Board, which was not involved in the production of, and
does not endorse, this product.
The Microeconomics of Wellbeing and Sustainability:
Recasting the Economic Process explores the civil
economy tradition in economic thought. Gaining
increasing consensus worldwide, this alternative-not
heterodox-view of the economic process and agents
explains how modern economics is placing increasing
emphasis on the determinants of subjective wellbeing
and environmental sustainability. With support from
behavioral economics, this book makes a foundational
contribution that will help users better understand and
prepare for future economic challenges. Marries criticism
of the neo-classical model with empirical work on the
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possibilities of alternative frameworks for action Links
new ideas (homo reciprocans, happiness, relational
goods) to established microeconomic concepts (the
market, perfect and imperfect competition, utility
maximization) Devotes specific attention to relevant
elements in economic history, explaining how we
evolved to the current paradigm and to its challenge
Show students how today's microeconomic policy
issues, decisions, and applications impact them every
day with the practical, accessible presentation in
MICROECONOMICS. Written by acclaimed economists
Hall and Lieberman, this straightforward, contemporary
text remains as current as the latest headlines. Fresh
new cutting-edge examples throughout this edition as
well as updated mini-cases clearly illustrate core
microeconomic principles and applications in action. This
edition's streamlined chapters focus on today's most
important microeconomic theories and events as well as
how they relate to practical situations. This easy-tounderstand comprehensive text equips students with a
solid foundation in microeconomics that students can
build on for success no matter what their careers. New
diagrams, interactive online exercises, graphing
applications, and internet research resources give
students hands-on experience in understanding current
microeconomic challenges. This edition presents the
latest thinking from leading economics. Dynamic online
resources, such as Aplia (a leading online homework
manager), CourseMate online tools, and CengageNOW,
help ensure students master key principles and
applications. Important Notice: Media content referenced
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within the product description or the product text may not
be available in the ebook version.
"TRB's National Cooperative Highway Research
Program (NCHRP) Report 732: Methodologies to
Estimate the Economic Impacts of Disruptions to the
Goods Movement System describes the impacts of
bottlenecks and interruptions to the flow of goods
through the nation's major freight corridors and
intermodal connectors, the dynamics of that flow in
response to disruptions, and the full economic impact on
public and private entities beyond just the critical
infrastructure and the carriers that depend on that
flow."--Publication information.
Intermediate Microeconomics: A Tool-Building Approach
is a clear and concise, calculus-based exposition of
current microeconomic theory essential for students
pursuing degrees in Economics or Business. This
beautifully-presented and accessible text covers all the
essential topics that are typically required at the
intermediate level, from consumer and producer theory
to market structure (perfect competition, monopoly and
oligopoly). Topics covered include risk, game theory,
general equilibrium and externalities, asymmetric
information, and public goods. Using numerical
examples as well as sophisticated and carefully
designed exercises, the book aims to teach
microeconomic theory via a process of learning-bydoing. When there is a skill to be acquired, a list of steps
outlining the procedure is provided, followed by an
example to illustrate how this procedure is carried out.
Once the procedure has been learned, students will be
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able to solve similar problems and be well on their way to
mastering the skills needed for future study. Intermediate
Microeconomics presents a tremendous amount of
material in a concise way, without sacrificing rigor, clarity
or exposition. Through use of this text, students will
acquire both the analytical toolkit and theoretical
foundations necessary in order to take upper-level
courses in industrial organization, international trade,
public finance and other field courses. Instructors that
would like to consider Intermediate Microeconomics: A
Tool-Building Approach for course adoption will have
access to the book’s free companion website featuring:
Detailed answers to end of chapter questions All figures
used in the book as PDF files suitable for inclusion in
PowerPoint slides Chapter-by-Chapter zipped files of
worksheets/quizzes suitable for classroom use Online
exercises with questions similar to the end-of-chapter
problems will be carried by WebAssign. Please contact
the author at banerjeemicro@gmail.com for details, or
visit his website at http://banerjeemicro.com/
EBOOK: Economics, South African Edition
Microeconomics: A Modern Treatment focuses on
modern approaches to microeconomics. Alternative
systems are discussed including input-output analysis as
against neoclassical production theory. The theory of
choice and the preference and utility approaches to
consumer theory are also considered, along with linear
and nonlinear theories of production, the theory of
market demand and supply, and welfare economics.
Comprised of 11 chapters, this book begins with an
introduction to economic science and its propositions, as
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well as the importance of establishing a clearly defined
set of postulates on which the whole edifice of economic
knowledge rests. The discussion then turns to the theory
of choice and the preference and utility approaches to
consumer theory; neoclassical as opposed to modern
consumer choice; production theory and the production
set of the economy; and the theory of market demand
and supply. Subsequent chapters deal with the theory of
exchange and general equilibrium; welfare economics;
and stability and introductory dynamics. This monograph
will be of value to economists and those interested in
microeconomics.

Enriching contents of the book in the Second Edition,
the author proffers a thoroughly revised and updated
text with main focus on Game Theory, Linear
Programming and Output–Input Analysis. Besides he
gives due weightage to the topics on International
Trade, Decision Theory, Pricing Policies in Practice
and Basics of Econometrics for Estimation of
Economic Functions—by introducing them as
independent chapters in the present edition. The
concepts have been introduced keeping decisionmakers in mind, who may be associated with the
corporate world or pursuing management courses
offered by various institutes in India and abroad. The
mathematical treatment of the topics, which is one of
the distinguishing features of the book, is facilitated
in a student-friendly approach. Primarily intended for
the undergraduate and postgraduate students of
commerce, economics
and management, the book is
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a comprehensive text in accordance with the syllabi
of B.Com, B.Sc (Economic Hons.), M.Com, M.A.
(Economics) and Master of Business Economics
(MBE) courses. Besides academic pursuits, the book
will also be useful for the aspirants of competitive
examinations such as Indian Administrative Services
(IAS), Provincial Civil Services (PCS), and Indian
Economic Services (IES).
Introduce the latest thinking of today's economists on
important microeconomic phenomena while
equipping your students with a solid global
understanding of microeconomic principles with
Boyes/Melvin's MICROECONOMICS, 9E. Now you
can clearly illustrate the connections between key
microeconomic principles and today's actual
business practices with this book's reader-friendly
approach, carefully integrated learning features,
memorable examples, and unique global emphasis.
Timely revisions and the latest microeconomic
statistics ensure your course incorporates the most
recent data and developments. Revised
microeconomics materials emphasize the
fundamentals and the practical application of
concepts to current events. New microeconomics
coverage highlights the current debate on
government economic intervention and new
discussion of the Economic Freedom Index. Your
students gain an in-depth understanding of
globalization and its impact on microeconomics
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today. Effective, leading teaching and learning
technology and a full range of supplements,
including the best-selling Aplia homework system
and CourseMate online tools, help complete your
microeconomics coverage that clarifies and
emphasizes the importance of concepts for career
and business success. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or
the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.
Principles of Macroeconomics 2e (2nd edition)
covers the scope and sequence of most introductory
economics courses. The text includes many current
examples, which are handled in a politically
equitable way. The outcome is a balanced approach
to the theory and application of economics concepts.
The second edition has been thoroughly revised to
increase clarity, update data and current event
impacts, and incorporate the feedback from many
reviewers and adopters.
Principles of Microeconomics 2e covers the scope
and sequence of most introductory microeconomics
courses. The text includes many current examples,
which are handled in a politically equitable way. The
outcome is a balanced approach to the theory and
application of economics concepts. The second
edition has been thoroughly revised to increase
clarity, update data and current event impacts, and
incorporate the feedback from many reviewers and
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adopters. The text and images in this book are
grayscale. The first (previous) edition of Principles of
Microeconomics via OpenStax is available via ISBN
9781680920093.
The teacher guide accompanies the student
activities books in macro and microeconomics for
teaching collegelevel economics in AP Economics
courses. The publication contains course outlines,
unit plans, teaching instructions, and answers to the
student activities and sample tests.
89 TABLE 5 USE OR PLANNED USE OF MAJOR
ENGINES IN AIR FORCE AND NAVY AIRCRAFT a
Engine Air Force Aircraft Navy Aircraft F-80, T-33,
XF-92, YB-61, AJ2, F9F-7, TV-I, J-33 YB-62, F-94
(A, B), TM- T2-V, P4M-I 61 (tactical missile) X-3,
XF-88 F3D, F2H, F6U, F7U J-34 F-84 (B, C, D, E, G,
H) J-35 FJ-I B-45, XB-51, XF-9J, B-36, J-47 B-47,
F-86 (D, F, K) J-48 F-94C F9F J-57 B-52, YB-60, FlOO, A3D, F4D, F8U F-I02A, F-I0l (A, B), SNARK,
F-105A, F-I07, KC-135A, B-57D, X-16 F-84F, B-57
FIIF, A4D, FJ-3, J-65 FJ-4, F9F YQ-l, YQ-2, T-37
J-69 SNARK, YF-89E, B-66 J-71 F-I01, F-I02B, FI05, J-75 F-I07 F8U, XP6M B-58, F-I04, F-IOIA (see
J-79 note c, Table 4) F5D, FIIF, A3J, F4H T-34
C-133A, YC-97J, YC-12IF R7V-2 XF-84H T-40 R3Y,
XFY, A2D YC-130, YC-131C T-56 Note: a Aircraft in
which engine was used or was planned to be used.
For at least one (and generally more) of the aircraft
in the list associated with a given engine, the
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decision to use the engine was made when the
engine was in the final stages of develop ment. (In
the case of the J -57, J-79, andJ-75 this is true of
nearly all the aircraft listed.) No Jist extends beyond
1956. Summary For an engine developed
independently of an airframe the de veloper may
constrain the performance, weight, and size of an
engine at the start.
The Study Guide reinforces the topics and key
concepts covered in the Microeconomics text.
For the New 2020 Exam! AP® Microeconomics Crash
Course® A Higher Score in Less Time! At REA, we invented
the quick-review study guide for AP® exams. A decade later,
REA’s Crash Course® remains the top choice for AP®
students who want to make the most of their study time and
earn a high score. Here’s why more AP® teachers and
students turn to REA’s AP®Microeconomics Crash Course®:
Targeted Review - Study Only What You Need to Know.
REA’s all-new 2nd edition addresses all the latest test
revisions taking effect through 2020. Our Crash Course® is
based on an in-depth analysis of the revised AP®
Microeconomics course description outline and sample AP®
test questions. We cover only the information tested on the
exam, so you can make the most of your valuable study time.
Expert Test-taking Strategies and Advice. Written by a
veteran AP® Microeconomics teacher, the book gives you the
topics and critical context that will matter most on exam day.
Crash Course® relies on the author’s extensive analysis of
the test’s structure and content. By following his advice, you
can boost your score. Practice questions – a mini-test in the
book, a full-length exam online. Are you ready for your exam?
Try our focused practice set inside the book. Then go online
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to take our full-length practice exam. You’ll get the benefits of
timed testing, detailed answers, and automatic scoring that
pinpoints your performance based on the official AP® exam
topics – so you'll be confident on test day. When it's crucial
crunch time and your Advanced Placement® exam is just
around the corner, you need REA's Crash Course® for AP®
Microeconomics! About the Author David Mayer earned his
B.S. in Economics from Texas A&M University and his M.Ed.
in Educational Psychology from the University of Texas at
San Antonio. Mr. Mayer has had an extensive career
teaching economics to high school students. Since 2004,
more than 400 of his students have earned college credit on
the AP® Economics exams. In addition to his work in the
classroom, Mr. Mayer serves as an AP® Economics
consultant for the College Board and is an AP® Economics
Reader and Table Leader for Educational Testing Service. He
has also written several economics books and test preps.
Currently Mr. Mayer teaches AP® Economics at the Winston
Churchill High School in San Antonio, Texas and acts as
professional mentor to new AP® Economics teachers.
Advanced Placement EconomicsTeacher Resource
ManualCouncil for Economic Educat
People make decisions regarding the use of natural
resources every day, from the individual recycling a sheet of
paper to governments of large nations creating energy policy.
Those decisions ultimately affect people around the world.
Their motivation and results are best framed and analyzed
using the tools of natural resource economics. Field presents
the methods and applications of the discipline in the latest
edition of his popular text. The updated book retains its
successful structure, first presenting basic economic
principles as they apply to natural resource use and then
examining the economic issues surrounding individual
resources. New material is included on: energy demand and
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efficiency; nonrenewable resources; individual transferable
fishing quotas; water pricing; agricultural cropland programs;
and the Endangered Species Act.
Microeconomics: Theory & Applications, 13th Edition teaches
students how fundamental tools of analysis are used explain
and predict market phenomena. Designed for both economics
and business students, this thorough yet accessible textbook
describes basic microeconomic principles using various
applications to clarify complicated economic concepts and
provides an essential foundation of microeconomics
knowledge. Clear and engaging chapters discuss cuttingedge models and explore numerous real-world examples of
microeconomic theory in action. Comprehensive and topically
relevant, this textbook offers greater coverage of input market
analysis and applications than other texts on the subject. Indepth applications, such as consumer choice theory and
noncompetitive market models, complement over 100 shorter
applications that reinforce the graphical and logical
techniques developed in the theory chapters. The authors’
innovative use of relatable applications promotes student
engagement and comprehension, and facilitates a casebased, active-learning approach. Discussion of globalization,
ethics, sustainability, and other important contemporary
themes helps students understand how economics impacts
their lives in various, often unexpected ways.
This comprehensive new book, available as both print and ebook, has been written by the highly experienced author, Ellie
Tragakes, and has been designed for class use and
independent study. The text includes in-depth analysis of all
topics included in the IB syllabus at both Standard and Higher
Levels. It uses accessible language with storytelling for
students to follow, and efficiently presents and analyses
topics to optimise learning. The provision of questions
throughout each chapter is intended to provoke discussion
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and test students' understanding. There are also
comprehensive end-of-chapter questions. The print book
includes an accompanying CD-ROM that provides model
answers to select review questions and case studies with
exam-style data-response questions, answers and evaluation.
These resources have been developed in association with the
teaching community. These e-learning materials are also
included on the e-book version for an all-in-one solution.
Readers gain a strong understanding of microeconomic
principles with the hundreds of lively examples found in
McEachern's MICROECONOMICS: A CONTEMPORARY
INTRODUCTION, 11E. This book draws on familiar life
experiences to help explain microeconomic concepts,
choices, institutions, and events. Interesting case studies, the
latest research findings, and focused examples offer genuine
insight into how microeconomic principles work in today's
world. A friendly writing style is enhanced by learning features
that make the material clear and more direct. Understandable
graphs and exhibits include captions that summarize key
points, color-coded curves, and helpful labels for clarification.
MICROECONOMICS: A CONTEMPORARY
INTRODUCTION, 11E emphasizes how a solid
understanding of microeconomics can enhance your
professional and personal success. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Macroeconomics in Context lays out the principles of
macroeconomics in a manner that is thorough, up to date,
and relevant to students. Like its counterpart,
Microeconomics in Context, the book is attuned to economic
realities--and it has a bargain price. The in Context books
offer affordability, engaging treatment of high-interest topics
from sustainability to financial crisis and rising inequality, and
clear, straightforward presentation of economic theory. Policy
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issues are presented in context--historical, institutional, social,
political, and ethical--and always with reference to human wellbeing.

Some of the fundamental tenets of conventional
economic wisdom, which have had a profound impact on
public policy, are challenged in this book. These
precepts include the affirmation that low wages are more
beneficial that high wages to the process of growth and
development; convergence in terms of output per person
is just a matter of time; minimum wage laws and trade
unions negatively impact on the economy as a whole;
pay inequality due to labor market discrimination cannot
persist over time; larger firms are typically more efficient
than smaller firms; and culture is of little consequence to
the course of economic development. Such predictions,
the author argues, are a product of unrealistic behavioral
assumptions about the economic agent. In this book, the
author offers a more inclusive theoretical framework and
a more reasonable modeling of the economic agent. This
new approach is built upon conventional neoclassical
theory while incorporating the most recent research in
behavioral economics. The case is made that individuals
have some choice over the quantity and quality of effort
which they can supply in the process of production. Even
under the constraints of severe product market
competition and the assumption of `utility maximizing'
individuals, effort need not be maximized, especially in
firms characterized by antagonistic management-labor
relations. This is especially true when relatively inefficient
firms can remain competitive by keeping wages relatively
low - low wages serve to protect such firms from more
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efficient firms. Alternatively, relatively high wage firms
can remain competitive only if they become more
productive. Under these assumptions, higher wages and
factors contributing to higher wages can advance the
performance of an economy while lower wages can have
the opposite effect and cultural and institutional
variables, by themselves, can affect the long run
productivity and even the long run competitiveness of
firms and economies. In summary, this book calls for a
revised approach to the study of economics from a
behavioral and socio-economic perspective, with
significant consequences for public policy.
For one-semester courses in labor economics at the
undergraduate and graduate levels, this book provides
an overview of labor market behavior that emphasizes
how theory drives public policy. Modern Labor
Economics: Theory and Public Policy, Twelfth Edition
gives students a thorough overview of the modern theory
of labor market behavior, and reveals how this theory is
used to analyze public policy. Designed for students who
may not have extensive backgrounds in economics, the
text balances theoretical coverage with examples of
practical applications that allow students to see concepts
in action. Experienced educators for nearly four decades,
co-authors Ronald Ehrenberg and Robert Smith believe
that showing students the social implications of the
concepts discussed in the course will enhance their
motivation to learn. As such, the text presents numerous
examples of policy decisions that have been affected by
the ever-shifting labor market. This text provides a better
teaching and learning experience for you and your
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students. It will help you to: Demonstrate concepts
through relevant, contemporary examples: Concepts are
brought to life through analysis of hot-button issues such
as immigration and return on investment in education.
Address the Great Recession of 2008: Coverage of the
current economic climate helps students place course
material in a relevant context. Help students understand
scientific methodology: The text introduces basic
methodological techniques and problems, which are
essential to understanding the field. Provide tools for
review and further study: A series of helpful in-text
features highlights important concepts and helps
students review what they have learned.
In recent years there have been increasing efforts to use
accountability systems based on large-scale tests of
students as a mechanism for improving student
achievement. The federal No Child Left Behind Act
(NCLB) is a prominent example of such an effort, but it is
only the continuation of a steady trend toward greater
test-based accountability in education that has been
going on for decades. Over time, such accountability
systems included ever-stronger incentives to motivate
school administrators, teachers, and students to perform
better. Incentives and Test-Based Accountability in
Education reviews and synthesizes relevant research
from economics, psychology, education, and related
fields about how incentives work in educational
accountability systems. The book helps identify
circumstances in which test-based incentives may have
a positive or a negative impact on student learning and
offers recommendations for how to improve current testPage 18/21
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based accountability policies. The most important
directions for further research are also highlighted. For
the first time, research and theory on incentives from the
fields of economics, psychology, and educational
measurement have all been pulled together and
synthesized. Incentives and Test-Based Accountability in
Education will inform people about the motivation of
educators and students and inform policy discussions
about NCLB and state accountability systems. Education
researchers, K-12 school administrators and teachers,
as well as graduate students studying education policy
and educational measurement will use this book to learn
more about the motivation of educators and students.
Education policy makers at all levels of government will
rely on this book to inform policy discussions about
NCLB and state accountability systems.
This book has been designed comprehensively to cover
the whole syllabus and important topics of the subject.
This book has been developed with an emphasis on
quality and contemporary content. KEY FEATURES •
Content has been developed according to the syllabus
requirements • The units are written in simple language
• Numerous illustrations, examples and case studies for
better understanding of concepts • Chapter end
questions for practice
This proven market leader is now even better.
MICROECONOMIC THEORY: BASIC PRINCIPLES
AND EXTENSIONS delivers the most cutting-edge
treatment of microeconomics in its new 11th edition. The
text offers an ideal level of mathematical rigor for upper
level undergraduate students and beginning graduate
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students. Students work directly with theoretical tools,
real-world applications, and cutting edge developments
in the study of microeconomics. It provides clear and
accurate coverage of advanced microeconomic concepts
and illustrates how the theory applies to practical
situations. In addition, the text's aggressive effort helps
build student intuition by including a new two-tier end-ofchapter problem that begins with simple
numerical/mathematical exercises followed by more
analytical, theoretical, and complex problems. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in
the ebook version.
The College Board has announced that there are May
2021 test dates available are May 3-7 and May 10-14,
2021. This in-depth preparation for both AP Economics
exams provides a detailed review of all test topics,
including: supply and demand, theory of consumer
choice, market structures, labor resources, monopsony,
national income and gross domestic product, inflation
and unemployment, monetary policy, economic growth,
international trade and exchange, interest rate
determination, and much more. The book includes two
full-length practice tests (one in Microeconomics and one
in Macroeconomics) with all test questions answered and
explained. ONLINE PRACTICE TESTS: Students who
purchase this book will also get access to two additional
full-length online AP Microeconomics/Macroeconomics
tests with all questions answered and explained. These
online exams can be easily accessed by smartphone,
tablet, or computer.
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Microeconomics in Context lays out the principles of
microeconomics in a manner that is thorough, up to date,
and relevant to students. Like its counterpart,
Macroeconomics in Context, the book is uniquely
attuned to economic realities. The "in Context" books
offer affordability, accessible presentation, and engaging
coverage of current policy issues from economic
inequality and global climate change to taxes. Key
features include: --Clear explanation of basic concepts
and analytical tools, with advanced models presented in
optional chapter appendices; --Presentation of policy
issues in historical, institutional, social, political, and
ethical context--an approach that fosters critical
evaluation of the standard microeconomic models, such
as welfare analysis, labor markets, and market
competition; --A powerful graphical presentation of
various measures of well-being in the United States,
from income inequality and educational attainment to
home prices; --Broad definition of well-being using both
traditional economic metrics and factors such as
environmental quality, health, equity, and political
inclusion; --New chapters on the economics of the
environment, taxes and tax policy, common property and
public goods, and welfare analysis; --Expanded
coverage of high-interest topics such as behavioral
economics, labor markets, and healthcare; --Full
complement of instructor and student support materials
online, including test banks and grading through Canvas.
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